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HERITAGE

Founded in 1870 by William Penhaligon, 
the house encapsulates the English idea 
of a traditional heritage fragrance house, 
dedicated to creating scented stories. 

From the original Hammam Bouquet in 
1872 – inspired by the smell of the Turkish 
baths located next to the fi rst boutique 
on Jermyn St - to recent creations like As 
Sawira in 2015, legacy with a twist is at 
the core of the house. 

Each and every creation explores facets 
of high perfumery, challenging the 
traditions of the art and seeking new ways 
to interpret elegance. 

Truly English, Penhaligon’s is passionate 
about ingredients and still manufactures 
its scents in England using the fi nest rare 
ingredients.

Penhaligon’s creations are now off ered in 
own boutiques and selected distinguished 
stores across the world. 

Penhaligon’s is honoured to hold two 
long-standing Royal Warrants; from 
HRH The Duke of Edinburgh (granted 
1956) and from HRH The Prince of 
Wales (granted 1988).



LUXURY HOTEL COLLECTION 

Penhaligon’s is a British perfume brand
that will further enhance a hotel’s luxury 
positioning.positioning.

THE FRAGRANCES THE FRAGRANCES 

Penhaligon’s Luxury Hotel Collection Penhaligon’s Luxury Hotel Collection 
off ers a selection of two timeless off ers a selection of two timeless 
classic ranges. Quercus is a modern classic ranges. Quercus is a modern 
and invigorating cologne  featuring an and invigorating cologne  featuring an 
alchemy of citrus and amber, while the alchemy of citrus and amber, while the 
fresh and elegant Blenheim Bouquet fresh and elegant Blenheim Bouquet 
off ers a bracing mix of citrus oils, spices off ers a bracing mix of citrus oils, spices 
and woods. Both are presented in the and woods. Both are presented in the 
Penhaligon’s signature bottle. Penhaligon’s signature bottle. 

THE RANGE THE RANGE 

The range is iconic and quintessentiallyThe range is iconic and quintessentially
British, created to constantly delight and 
seduce, and reassuringly imbued with 
the quality and integrity that inspired its 
founder. 



The Penhaligon’s Luxury Hotel Collection also includes 100ml and 200ml bottles in both ranges, 
as well as 100g pleat wrap soaps. 

A full range of accessories is available to complement the range.

ShampooShampoo
30ml

Shampoo
50ml

ShampooShampoo
300ml

ConditionerConditioner
30ml

Conditioning Shampoo
50ml

Conditioner
300ml

Shower GelShower Gel
30ml

Conditioner
50ml

Shower GelShower Gel
300ml

Body lotionBody lotion
30ml

Bath & Shower GelBath & Shower Gel
50ml

Liquid SoapLiquid Soap
300ml

Bath EssenceBath Essence
30ml

Body lotionBody lotion
50ml

Body lotionBody lotion
300ml

SoapSoap
30g

SoapSoap
50g
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